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Introduction 
 
This document was written to give users working with different parts of the system a 
useful manual. Hopefully the information herein will make users more productive and 
comfortable with the various aspects of the system. Many users might find it useful to 
read some of the document to get an overview of how InfoGlue works and some will only 
use it as a reference guide. Whatever the use, hope the information is valuable and easy 
to understand. 
 
The document will not include information about maintenance or development as there 
are other documents that will specialize in these matters. The aim is to describe the basic 
concepts and how you use the various parts of the system. 
 

Feedback 
This document is always a work in progress so mail any suggestions to 
bogeblad@yahoo.com and I will try to improve it as the platform evolves. 
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General concepts 
 

What is InfoGlue 
InfoGlue is a Content Management System. Content Management is very much another 
word for how to manage a company’s or organization’s information internally and 
externally. As content management is such a broad term we often say InfoGlue is a Web 
Content Management System. That is – InfoGlue helps organizations manage their 
information mainly targeted for the Web both internally, in intranets etc, and externally 
in public websites and extranets. 
 

What parts are there in InfoGlue  
InfoGlue is a pure Java platform. It is completely database driven which means both the 
management tool and the public sites are using information from a database. The 
platform consists of several different applications but from a users perspective the two 
important ones are the administrative tool and the different delivery engines. 
 
The administrative tools are discussed in detail here and are where you manage all 
aspects of your site. The delivery engines are specialized in presenting sites to users 
based on the data managed by the tools. By default InfoGlue installs 3 delivery engines. 
The first is the working version which presents the working version of the site. There is 
also a version called staging site which shows the site in a preview mode so the publisher 
can check that the site will look good after publication. The last delivery engine is the one 
that shows the live site to visitors.  

Here are two sketches that shows first how a simple setup could look and then a more 
complex example with better redundancy: 
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How does it work 
InfoGlue is a bit different than many other web content management systems. We have 
chosen to strongly separate the information that is to be shown to visitors from the form 
in which it is shown in. This is what in general terms are called separating content from 
presentation. The implication is that there are two different aspects to manage – the 
information itself on the one side, and the layout and flow of the websites presenting the 
information on the other side.  
 
We usually call information in different forms in InfoGlue for “Content”. A “Content” in 
InfoGlue can be text, image, word-files, animations or anything else of informational 
value. There are no format limitations. Everything that concerns information/content is 
managed in what we call the content tool for obvious reasons. You can view it as a place 
were all information is stored and managed no matter where it should be used later on.  
You can for example use it as an image bank or a file-bank if you want to and never 
bother about the web at all.  
 
Many other web content management systems are very page centric. This means that 
they require you to fill in the information specific to how it will look on a specific page in 
the site. They focus on how the information should be shown and not on how to keep the 
information structured. Often this results in having to type in the same information many 
times if it’s to appear on several pages on the site or on different sites. That will never 
happen in InfoGlue as reuse is already prepared for. The people responsible for the 
information focus on the texts and not on the layout or website.  
 
The presentation/site structure part of the InfoGlue system is what handles building 
specific websites and it is called the “Structure tool”. With this tool you manage the site 
structure and chose which information to put on which pages and with which layout etc. 
You can also define links between pages among many other things.  
 
This division is very important to understand before working in InfoGlue. The concept is 
very strong once learned and much more flexible than page centric approaches but the 
learning curve is a bit steeper so don’t give up if you find it hard in the beginning – it will 
pay off later. 
 

Division of chapters 
The chapters are very much divided into the tools in InfoGlue. Each tool and its 
functionality will be described in detail from a user’s perspective. In the end there are 
also more specialized trails describing a concept or a process in InfoGlue. We will 
however begin with a chapter describing the fundamental concepts in detail. 
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InfoGlue pages behind the curtain 
This chapter was meant to give users an overview of how a page is technically structured 
and rendered. It is very important to understand for developers and advanced users but 
ordinary users may skip this chapter.  
 
To describe we have the very simple officestand.com site. The basic look of a page would 
be something like the page below. Important – this part does not reflect the demo-
site shipped with InfoGlue at the moment but we use the layout as an example 
and the demo-site will be updated later on. 
 

 
 
This page is very simple but the technique is the same no matter what layout we would 
use or what information we want to show. The page layout is controlled by components.  
The page you are looking at could be structured in many different ways, depending on 
the developer’s choices, but in this example it is composed out of many small/medium-
sized components. A component can have any size and we could for example have one 
big component controlling the entire page if we want to but that would mean we could 
not manage the layout in detail for different pages. Instead we have used smaller 
components responsible for only a part of the page. For example there is a header 
component which is responsible for showing the logotype, flags and the navigation.  
 
The concept of an InfoGlue component is very similar to the “includes”-concept found in 
many web environments like ASP/JSP. The difference is that the components can have 
dynamic properties and can be managed graphically in InfoGlue by non coders. 
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The structure of a page is better shown in this drawing. Note especially that it is by 
assigning contents and pages to appropriate components that you actually give the 
components enough data to present information to the user. The component themselves 
most often only contain layout logic and knows how to fetch the information you assign 
to it. 
 

 
 
Hopefully this section has helped you to understand the basics of how a webpage is built 
in InfoGlue. We will now take you through the different tools to show you where the work 
is done. 
 
In all chapters we will assume that you have logged into the InfoGlue administrative tool. 
If you don’t know how to find it or have questions please consult you administrator. 
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Presenting the administrative tools 
InfoGlue comes with tools for managing all aspects of your system. They all share a 
common foundation in which you can reach the different parts. The starting point for the 
tools are usually http://servername:portnumber/infoglueCMS (your adminstrator will give 
you the exact address). When you first go there you will be asked to login which you do 
with the information given to you by the administrative personnel. After your first login 
you will be shown the standard tools.  

Introduction to the interface 

 
Description of main areas: 
 

1. Marked in Blue – This is the list of tools available to the user. The different tools 
will be given each own chapter later in this document. The tool is represented by 
a tab which can be clicked on to activate the tool which then will show it’s 
interface in area 3. Which tabs are available to which users are possible to set for 
each role in the management section also described later.  
 

2. Marked in Light blue – This is the tool settings and action area. Here you can 
select which language the tools internal information and labels should be in. You 
can reach the help-system, open a new tool window, log out and reach your 
personal tool settings. More on the personal settings later. 

 

3 

1 
2 

4 
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3. Marked in Red - This area is where the tool functionality is shown for the tool tab 
you pressed in area 1. The tools can look very different depending on what they 
do. 

 
4. Marked in Yellow - The footer shows the version number of InfoGlue. It also 

shows who you are logged in as currently. 
 

My Settings 
From InfoGlue there is a “My Settings”-link in the header that lets you come to a 
personal settings area. The settings you do here will have to do with your preferences in 
how the tools should behave when you are logged in and working with InfoGlue. In time 
more things will be customizable. Currently the view looks like this: 
 

 
 
As you probably understand from the screenshot the available settings are: 
 

1. Which language should be default in the tools when I log in. 
2. Which tool of the tools I have access to should be shown by default when I login. 
3. Change password by clicking on the link. You will have to state your old password. 
4. Click on the link if you wish to set up subscriptions on content events etc. 
5. Change password by clicking the link and following the wizard. 
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Content tool 
As stated before the Content Tool is used for storing all information in a structured way. 
In this tool you never worry about layouts or where to present it. The users instead 
concentrate on maintaining the information itself, including texts, images and other 
assets you want to handle in InfoGlue.  
 
The typical way of dividing work is to let all personnel be allowed to manage information 
they are qualified to edit in this tool but to centralize layout decisions and site structural 
management. As this is most common setup the content tool is the mostly used tool of 
them all.  

Introduction to the interface 

 
Description of main areas: 
 

1. Marked in Red - Navigational area showing the current content repository. The 
structure resembles the folder hierarchy you have on your computers file system 
and you are fully free to structure the contents in any way you want. There are 
only two different types of items in the tree; folders and contents.  
 
The tree is available either as pure HTML or as a Java-applet. The user can switch 
tree at the bottom of the area. The user can also expand the tree sideways if it 
contains long names. This is done by clicking on the right-arrow in the bottom 
right. It will expand for a few times and then go back to minimal width.  
 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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2. Marked in Blue - Repository and search area. Here you can select which repository 
you want to view by changing it in the drop-down. The last repository you worked 
with is remembered during your session if you switch tools and similar. However – 
each time you log in the first repository is chosen by default.  
You are also able to search among the repository content in the search field. The 
search can not search binary assets like word or PDF-files yet. For now it only 
supports ordinary content. InfoGlue also supports more advanced searches and 
can also replace occurrances. More on that later.  

 
3. Marked in Cyan - This area is where the functionality is reached. The actual 

buttons vary depending on what item or view you are working on in the main area 
(4). As the buttons can be quite numerous we have made the area scrollable by 
an arrow in each corner. The central buttons should be reachable anyway though.   

 
4. Marked in Orange - The main area is used for most dialogs and functions as the 

main interface. 
 

Notes on the content tree menu 
The content tree has some additional features one should mention. One is that it 
remembers the last known state/expansion of the tree between sessions so you don’t 
always have to start with a closed tree. However, as this is handled through cookies, IE 
with it’s limitations on cookies sometimes get “stuck” with a state no matter what. If you 
want to reset the cookies and reload the tree there is a new button  since 2.5.0 that 
does just that. It’s located at the bottom right in the tree menu. 
 
Also – since 2.5.0 there is a feature that let’s organizations add different custom icons for 
different content types. Read how to set it up in the administrative manual. 
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Creating new folder – structuring your info 
Most often you want to have structure in which you can store your contents in. This is 
done with folders in InfoGlue. A folder can contain other any number of folders and 
contents so you can create your own hierarchies any way you want. To create a new 
folder you must first select where to put it. You do this by clicking on the folder you wish 
to put it beneath.  
 
For example – if I want to put a new folder beneath products in the officestand2 content 
repository I mark the folder Articles: 
 

   
 
The menu above the main area will now change and reveal the functional buttons 
available for this folder. Now click on the “New Folder”-button and you will be asked to 
enter a folder name.  
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InfoGlue now also supports treating folders as contents as well. This gives great flexibility 
in some cases so you must choose what content type the folder should be of as you do 
with ordinary contents. In some cases people decide to create a special Folder content 
type but you can use any content type. Here we use the ordinary “Article” content type. 
 
You also must state when the folder-content should be published and unpublished. You 
are able to set the date to a future date and then the content will not be visible until that 
date. To change the date you click on the calendar symbol. Default the publish date is set 
to today’s date and that the expire date is 50 years ahead so you can probably go with 
the defaults in most cases. 
 
Then enter a name of the folder and click the “Save”-button and you have completed 
creating a new folder. 
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Creating new content 
As this is one of the most common tasks it should be understood thoroughly even though 
it’s not a very complex process. As in the case where you create a new folder you must 
first mark the parent folder in which you want to put the new content.  
 
After you have done that you just click “New Content”-button and you are shown this 
interface: 
 

 
 
Start with stating the name of the content. This name is only used internally and should 
be named as naturally as possible. There are some limitations to the length of the name 
so try to keep it relatively short but descriptive.  
 
Next you state when the folder-content should be published and unpublished. You are 
able to set the date to a future date and then the content will not be visible until that 
date. To change the date you click on the calendar symbol. Default the publish date is set 
to today’s date and that the expire date is 50 years ahead.  
 

 
The calendar is quite easy to understand and when you have marked the desired date 
you click “OK” and the date is transferred to the main view. 
 
You then do the same for expire-date if you want to define a special expire date. The 
content will then be removed visually at that date. 
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The last thing you must do is to choose which content type you wish to base this content 
on. The content type is in short a definition of what attributes and properties a certain 
information-item contains. This means that the input will contain different fields 
depending on the content type so in that sense you can almost see it as a template for a 
specific content. A Curriculum Vitae is for example built up of other sections and meta 
info than an image is. The content types are defined dynamically in the system by the 
administrators.  
 

 
 
To select the content type you want to use just select the right one in the select box.  
 
Now you are ready to save. Just click the “Save”-button and the content is created. Now 
the screen will look something like this and will show the editing view for this sites 
master language so you can start entering texts directly.  

 
The next section will cover editing of the language versions. 
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Editing language versions 
In the previous section we ended the section with a view of a newly created content and 
the master language version of that content. So if you have English as default language 
on the site you are working on the English version will be shown first. If you press the 
“Content cover”-button you will be shown this view which shows the meta data and 
language versions for this content: 
 

 
 
Some of the fields in that view are already known to you but the lower part is new. The 
first new thing is if the content are to be protected or not. This is covered later on. After 
that InfoGlue shows a list of languages-versions that are possible to edit. The left side 
shows which language you can edit and the right side shows what state it currently is in. 
If no one has edited the version it will “Not created”. Else it will either be “working”, 
“publish” or “published” depending on what work is being done. 
 
The last part shows any relations this content has to other contents or if pages are using 
this content right now. More on that later. 
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To edit a language version click on the language name. The view will be the same as the 
one before and the interface is based on the content type. In this case the “Article”-
content type. 
 
 

 
 
 
If the persons setting up the content types has done their job well the headlines over 
each field will be enough to guide you to what information is to be filled in I which field. 
After you have edited the fields you click the “Save”-button and your first language 
version is created.
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WYSIWYG Editor and InfoGlue features connected 

Before reading further I urge all of you to consider the flaws of editing content through a 
WYSIWYG-editor. The very idea of mixing the information itself with presentation tags 
destroys the value severely.  
 
This is probably why most of you looked at InfoGlue – because we use a more structured 
information model. We feel that information should be handled very separate from it’s 
presentation which means the templates themselves should handle all presentation tags 
and only present pure info. Once you have enabled the WYSIWYG editor you will get 
information that is mixed with information about style, indentation and tables etc. 
 
Now – we also recognise the value for users to be able to handle some information this 
way which is why we have included the WYSIWYG at all. Just make sure not to overuse 
it. If you do – why not stay with FrontPage. 
 
Anyway – there are some nice features in InfoGlue which enhances the normal behavior 
of the editor which by the way is “FCKEditor”. This manual will not go through the normal 
features as they are very similar to those in normal text editors. Instead we will talk 
about the extra features added by InfoGlue. 
 
Default an attribute with the WYSIWYG enabled will look like this: 
 
 

 
 
As you can see there are far to many buttons available as standard. Most organizations 
will want to limit the number of buttons available to the users and also customize which 
users should have access to which buttons. All of this is configured on either repository, 
role or user level and will be described later in a separate chapter. 
  
The buttons which has special InfoGlue-functionality are the marked ones. 
 

1. The button  represents the link handling in the editor. Inside that a InfoGlue-
feature is added to assist the user to make a link from a text to another page in 
the site or to an InfoGlue asset (PDF, Image etc). This is called an Inline Link. 

 

2. The button  represents the image handling in the editor. Inside that a 
InfoGlue-feature is added to assist the user to show an InfoGlue-image inline in 
the text. The image can come from any content on any site. 
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Inline links 

If you want to link to an InfoGlue-page or to an InfoGlue asset from you text you first 

write the text that should be linked and mark it. After it is marked you press the  
button. 
 

 
 
Next the following dialog will ask you to enter the URL you wish to link to. Default the 
link is an external URL but you can also click on the “Browse server”-button to activate 
the InfoGlue dialog and link to pages/assets in InfoGlue – also known as inline link.  
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We get the following dialog if we click “Browse Server”: 
 

 
 
The view shows the structure tree by default but there is also a tab for asset browsing in 
the head. If you wish to link to another page in InfoGlue you select the page in the 
orange tree and then press save.  
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If you wish to link to a PDF, image or similar you have to change view in the head 
(marked with red). The following view will be shown: 
 

 
 
You then navigate and click on the content and select a contents assets which will be 
shown to the right for each content. You can also add new images by pressing the link 
“Upload new image”. When you have selected an asset on a content you can press 
“Save” and there will be a link in the text to that asset. If you mark that link and press 
the same button again it will show the screen with the properties of the link editable.
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Inline images 

If you want to use an InfoGlue-assets and especially images in your text you just have to 

position your cursor where you want the image to end up and then press the  button. 
 

 
 
When done you will get the following dialog which is standard for FCKEditor which is the 
WYSIWYG-editor InfoGlue uses: 
 

 
 
You can of course state an ordinary URL to any image but if you want to use 
assets/images you uploaded in InfoGlue you press the “Browse Server”-button. This will 
show the following interface: 
 

 
 
To the left is the content tree as in the content tool and to the right all assets available 
for a certain content will show. In this example we have clicked on “Global contents” in 
the tree and as you see it had 2 flags available. To insert one I just click on the one I 
want and press the “Save”-button. If you want to search for an asset you can use the -
button in the header and you state the asset key or file name you want to look for.  
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After you select the asset to the right the view will change back to the previous one and 
now the selected image is shown in the preview field.  
 

 
 
To finish the insertion of this image now just click the “OK”-button and the result will be 
the image inside your text area. 
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Asset handling / file upload 
Often, when handling web content, texts are just a part of the information that meets the 
visitor. Most often you also want to handle other kind of information like images, 
documents and sound-files as well. In InfoGlue such content are called Assets and they 
can be uploaded to the appropriate content.  
 
An example could be that you have an article which introduces a large PDF-document 
which the user can download. The appropriate way would be to attach the PDF-asset to 
the introducing article probably. There are other ways as well and it depends a bit on 
what you wish to achieve.  
 
If you want to upload an asset to a content you must attach it to a language version. The 
reason is that most often with most assets you want to be able to upload different files to 
different languages. There are fallback possibilities in the presentation later if the file is 
valid for all languages. Be aware that you must first save a first version of an article for 
the “Attach file”-button to appear. 
 

 
 
Now that you have a content version you just click on the “Attach file”-button. The 
following dialog will be shown: 
 

 
 
This view requires you to state an asset key (if you browse file first the filename is 
proposed as assetkey). This key is used by developers if you have attached a lot of 
different assets to the same article or if they have different meaning or format for similar 
images. Use a good key or a predefined if the system administrator has predefined them. 
To view predefined keys just click the drop-box down arrow and select the right key. If 
no suitable keys are defined you write your own key. “PDF”, “NormalImage” or “Flag_se” 
could all be suitable keys depending on context. 
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Next you browse your hard drive for the file you want to upload.  
 

 
 
After you have selected it just press the “Save”-button and the dialog will report when 
the file was uploaded. Now you can continue upload assets if you have more or you just 
press “Close” when you are satisfied.  
 
Now you will notice that last in the language version will be a list of the assets uploaded. 
If it’s an uploaded image a thumbnail will be shown – otherwise a suitable icon.  
 
If you have many asset you want to upload you switch to “Bulk”-upload: 
 

 
 
To edit an existing asset you just click the edit link below it. You can click the asset to 
preview it and the “Delete”-button lets you delete it from the system. 
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Image editor 
If you have uploaded a gif or jpg you can click the edit-link and get to the image editor 
which currently is very experimental but works somewhat ok. You get the image in the 
main field and a small palette of tools to the left.  
 

 
The image area is markable – just klick somewhere on the image and drag to another 
point and a rectangle is formed. The picture below shows the rectangle and the non 
selected parts are greyed out. 

 
  

When you have selected an area of the image you can use the crop tool. It looks like this   
and means you can cut away all except the marked area. The result would be: 
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There is also a image scaling tool which is represented by the icon  
When you click that you don't have to mark an area fist but you get this dialog: 

 
 
What you do is to state what width and height the image should have after the scale or 
only one of the fields. The first field is the width and the second height. 
 
When you are done with the image and wants to save it just press the save-icon and the 
dialog below is shown: 
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Just state an asset key and press the “Save”-button. 
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Categorization of contents 

This part will assume you will read the part in the management tool about categorization. 
In this example we will just assume that someone has set up the different category areas 
we should be able to categorize on. Last in each content version the available categories 
are located. 

 
 
 
To categorize a content on “Area” for example you select the topic area suitable in the 
drop down and press the “Add”-button. You can choose more than one area and the 
categories will be shown in a list. It will look like this: 
  

 
 
So what we have achieved by doing this is to give the developers additional information 
so they could build a site customized to only show information categorized to be about 
Europe on some part of the site no matter where that info is stored. This is a very 
powerful feature usable by for example personalized sites or intranet.    
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Moving content/folders 
Often you want to move information as the site changes or you want to reorganize 
things. This is easily done in InfoGlue. Just mark the folder or content you wish to move 
and then use one of the “Move”-button in the function area. When you move your mouse 
over the button another button is shown and the difference is that the lower ones can be 
used to move any number of contents to a folder instead of just the current content.  
  

 
When you click the first button the system will ask you where you want to move the 
item. You will be shown a new content tree where you select the new parent/the folder 
you wish to move the item to and then you press the “Save”-button. You will have to 
confirm this action. 
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The tree will reload on the left side and the move will be visible. 
 
If you press the “Move X Contents”-button you will be shown a more complex view where 
you by dragging or using the “Add”-button can add more contents to move to one folder. 
It will look like this: 
 

 
 
To the right are the contents that will be moved and you can add more either by marking 
and dragging them from the tree to the square area to the right or using the “Add”-
button after marking a content in the tree. Then press next and choose destination folder 
etc.
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Delete content/folders 
To delete contents that you don’t want anymore for sure you can easily do so. Just mark 
the content/folder in the tree to the left and press the “Delete content”-button.  

  
 
This will delete the content and it will not be possible to undo this operation later. You 
will have to confirm the action before it’s carried out. After you are done the tree will 
reload and you will now see that the item ha been deleted.  
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Delete Children 
In later versions of InfoGlue you can also choose to delete all child contents to a folder. 
Very useful to clean a folder without having to break up relations to the folder. To use it 
just click the “Delete children”-button which is located below the normal delete-button 
(only available on folder-contents of course). 
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Mass-submit to publishing 
When a site is created initially or when a whole lot of contents are changed at the same 
time it’s often a very boring task to set all of the versions to “Publish”-state so that they 
can be published. There is a shortcut available however. If you mark a folder or content 
you can press the button “Submit to publish”. 
 
   

 
The following dialog will now open: 
 

 
 
Here you must first state a comment to the publishing. This will be shown to the 
publisher. Then you select all the versions you wish publish or submit for publishing in 
the list or you select all by clicking the “Select all”-button. When you are done, press the 
“Save”-button and all the marked items will be propagated to the publisher or published. 
 
Only publishers can use the “Publish”-button and that way publish it directly. You can 
also choose to notify publishers when submitting to publishing. 
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Unpublish content(s) 
When a content has been published at least once it can also be unpublished. If you mark 
the content or folder in the tree you can use the “Unpublish”-buttons marked below. The 
first button just lets you unpublish the last version of the content but if you want to 
unpublish all versions you use the second button. 
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The screen will list all content below and including the content you selected which can be 
unpublished. Just mark the contents you wish to unpublish and either use the “Unpublish 
versions”-button which directly unpublishes it or the “Request unpublish”-button which 
will ask the editor in chief to do it for you. 
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Show History 
In later versions of InfoGlue there is a content version history view. Here one can see all 
versions of the content and even compare versions. You reach it by clicking the history 
button on the content cover toolbar. 
  

 
The view will be: 

 
 
If you mark two versions in this view and press the “Compare versions”-button you will 
see a comparison view highlighting the differences in the articles.  
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Change content type 
In later versions of InfoGlue there is a possibility to change a contents content type. The 
button marked below allows you to do that. Simply put you just press it and then choose 
which content type the content should have instead of the current one and press save. 
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Change language version 
In later versions of InfoGlue there is a possibility to change a contents language. That is 
to say that if you know the version is in another language you can switch without copying 
it. 
   
 

 
 
You will get a dialog asking about which language to convert to: 
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View version as XML 
InfoGlue 2.8.0 introduced a new feature which let’s you extract / view a content version 
like XML which is it’s native format. Just click on the new button.  
 

 
 
You can also edit the version there.   
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Export/Import contents 
In later versions of InfoGlue we have added a content import/export feature which allows 
you to export a content-structure into an xml-file. That export can then later be imported 
in this or other InfoGlue installations. Good for copying or sharing contents without 
having to export an entire repository. 
 

 
 
To export a content and it’s child-contents just mark the folder/content in question and 
press the “Export content”-button followed by the “Save”-confirmation. Then download 
the export file. 
 
To import a previous export you mark the content into which you wish to import the 
contents and then use the “Import contents”-button.  
 

 
 
The interface will ask you to upload the xml-file. Just browse and upload and the import 
should be complete. 
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Content search and replace 
In the content tool there are a search feature so you can find texts easily.  
 

 
 
The normal search I the header only searches the current repository. If you click on the 
“Advanced”-button you get more options and we suggest you use this. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
The search options here should be pretty easy to understand and the more you can 
specify the faster and better the search will be possible to narrow it down. Here you can 
also choose to search more than one repository. Just click the boxes for each repository 
you want to search. 
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When you enter a search text and press search the result screen looks like this: 
 

 
 
If you want to use the replace function you click on the “Replace”-link and that activates 
some new fields. Then enter a replace-text and check which contents you want to  
perform the replace on. Then perform the replace by pressing the “Replace”-button. 
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Execute task 
In the content tool there are a button called “Execute task”. This is actually a way to 
extend the tool with your companies own routines and interfaces tailor made for you. The 
first view will therefore be a list of available tasks when you click that button.  
 

 
 
Hopefully you know which task you should execute by the names they have. When you 
click on the one you want to run that task will continue the wizard so the steps will differ 
from task to task.  
 
Examples of tasks could be exporting contents, creating sub sites with a certain structure 
or control all links on the site. Only the imagination is the limit to what can be done. 
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Structure tool 
This tool is as stated before used to build/maintain a specific website. An aspect of site 
development is that many times a site launch is delayed because the information on it is 
not complete. If you organize your personnel you can let people enter all base 
information in the content tool before or parallel with the development of the actual site-
templates and structures. This will shorten time to market very much.  
 
This setup also means that when a website is to be built the developers / managers 
already has the information available and are only required to present it to the user in a 
nicely structured site.  
 
Of course there are other possible setups but it is essential to understand that the 
structure tool is only used to build the site structure and choose what information goes 
where, in what form and how the sites pages are related and navigated between.  

Introduction to the interface 

 
Description of main areas: 
 

1. Marked in Red - Navigational area showing the current repository’s site structure. 
You can look at the structure like a hierarchy of pages. Simplified - each node in 
the tree represents a page. You are fully free to structure the sites pages in any 
way you want.  
 
The tree is available either as pure HTML or as a Java-applet. The user can switch 
tree at the bottom of the area. It is also possible to expand the tree area to the 
right if needed. The small arrow in the bottom right corner will expand the area in 
3 steps and then return to the original position.  
 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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2. Marked in Blue - Repository area. Here you can select which repository/site you 
want to manage by changing it in the drop-down. The last repository you worked 
with is remembered during your session if you switch tools and similar. However – 
each time you log in the first repository is chosen by default.  
  

3. Marked in Cyan - This area is where the functionality is reached. The actual 
buttons vary depending on what item or view you are working on in the main area 
(4). As the buttons can be quite numerous we have made the area scrollable by 
an arrow in each corner. The central buttons should be reachable anyway though. 

 
4. Marked in Orange - The main area is used for most dialogs and functions as the 

main interface.  
 

Notes on the structure tree menu 
The structure tree has some additional features one should mention. One is that it 
remembers the last known state/expansion of the tree between sessions so you don’t 
always have to start with a closed tree. However, as this is handled through cookies, IE 
with it’s limitations on cookies sometimes get “stuck” with a state no matter what. If you 
want to reset the cookies and reload the tree there is a new button  since 2.5.0 that 
does just that. It’s located at the bottom right in the tree menu.
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Creating a new site node / page 
When you want to create or extend your site you often want to create new pages in it. In 
InfoGlue this is done by adding a new “Site Node” which is very much the same as a 
Webpage. A Site Node can contain any number of other site nodes so you can create 
your own hierarchies any way you want. To create a new site node you must first select 
where to put it. You do this by clicking on the site node you wish to put it beneath.  
 
For example – if I want to put a new site node beneath the first page in the officestand2 
structure repository you mark the node in the left navigation: 
 

   
The menu above the main area will now change and reveal the functional buttons 
available for this site node. Now click on the “New Site Node”-button and you will be 
asked to enter a site node name.  
 
In the create screen you will also have to choose which type of page this will be. The 
types of pages available are defined by the administrator and basically mean it is possible 
to handle a user request to a page in very different ways and that the things possible to 
specify for that page is defined for each type.  
 
For basic users I would recommend you get a guide from the development team of which 
type to use for which pages. The suggested way in 1.3 is to use component-based pages 
but it’s really up to you.  
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A feature in InfoGlue is the ability to save pages as template pages. This means that the 
new site node will be a copy of the template site node when it comes to which 
components it has etc. As you can see I have created such a template and made a image 
which shows it’s characteristics. The user who wants to use such a page template just 
marks it. In a clean installation no such thumbnails swill be shown. 
 
When you know which type you want to use - enter a name, edit publish/unpublish 
dates, chose site node type, choose page template if you want to and click the “Save”-
button. You will now see the created page with the properties available on it. I have 
chosen a “ComponentPage”-type for this example but not chosen any page template as 
we want to demonstrate other aspects as well. 
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The site node view contains the following properties: 
 
 

1. Site Node name: The internal name of the page/site node. Just for internal 
navigation purpose.  

 
 
2. Publish date. You state when the page should be published. You are able to set 

the date to a future date and then the page will not be visible until that date. To 
change the date you click on the calendar symbol. Default the publish date is set 
to today’s date. The calendar is quite easy to understand. 

 
 

3. Expire date: these fields let you specify when the page should be unpublished 
automatically. The page will be removed from the site at that date. Default, the 
expire date is set to 10 years ahead. 

 
 

4. Content type: This field let’s you specify in which content type we send data to 
the browser requesting the page. This is normally not changed unless you have a 
very particular need or you are a developer doing css or JavaScript pages. 

 
5. Page Cache Timeout (advanced): This field let’s you have a page cache timeout 

on this page. 
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6. Current state: This is the state switch you can use when you want to propagate 
the working copy up to the publishing mode. Read more about the publishing 
process in that chapter. 

 
 

7. Protect page: This lets you state that the current page should be protected on the 
site through the built in extranet solution within InfoGlue. The property can have 
3 different states.  
 

a. No – means that the page is definitely not protected. 
b. Yes – means that the page is protected and that only those roles defined 

under the page “Access rights”-button are allowed to access it. 
c. Inherited – this means that we want to use the same settings for this 

property as the parent node has. So if the parent node is protected this will 
also be protected. This is the default setting. 

 
8. Disable page cache: This means that you can choose to turn of the page caching 

for a page. The page caching is used to get the best response-times as possible 
for a site and should only be turned of in cases where the content is really 
dynamic on the page in question or if integration towards other systems is done. 
The property can have 3 different states.  
 

a. No – means that the page-cache is not turned of. 
b. Yes – means that the page-cache is turned off. 
c. Inherited – this means that we want to use the same settings for this 

property as the parent node has. So if the parent nodes cache is turned off 
this will also be. This is the default setting and means in most cases that 
the page-cache is on. 

 
 

9. Disable edit on sight: As described in a later chapter there is a function called 
“Edit on sight” in InfoGlue. As the edit on sight decorates the HTML output in the 
structure view of the site (i.e. it adds special tags) it can in some cases mess up 
the templates if they are very special. If that happens and you don’t want to use 
the edit on sight functionality on that page you can turn it off. The property can 
have 3 different states.  
 

a. No – means that the functionality is not turned of. 
b. Yes – means that the functionality is turned off for this page. 
c. Inherited – this means that we want to use the same settings for this 

property as the parent node has. So if the parent nodes “Edit-On-Sight” is 
turned off this one’s will also be. This is the default setting and means in 
most cases that the functionality is turned on. 

 
10. Disable languages: You can state that a page does not support a certain 

language.  
 

a. No – means that all the sites languages are available on this page. 
b. Yes – means that those languages not marked as disables or marked as 

enabled (will only be visible when yes) are not available to the user on that 
page. 

c. Inherited – this means that we want to use the same settings for this 
property as the parent node has.  
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11. Disable forced identity check (SSO): You can state that a CAS lookup should not 
be forced on unprotected page.  
 

a. No – means that CAS is always called when reaching this page as an 
anonymous user. 

b. Yes – means that CAS is not called if the page is not protected. 
c. Inherited – this means that we want to use the same settings for this 

property as the parent node has.  
 

12. In InfoGlue there is an area showing contents and pages referencing this page 
just like in the content tool. This is a great help when looking to delete or move 
information. 

 

 
13. The binding area: A page/site Node can have bindings which are basically a way 

for the users to specify global information resources for the page. You can assign 
templates and articles and navigational aspects this way. What bindings you are 
able to set are defined by the administrator in the management tool. My 
ComponentPage-type had none but here is how a different page type could look: 
 
There are two kinds of bindings available at the moment. On the left side you see 
the content bindings. A content binding gives you a way to specify what 
information to show on the page. On the right side you have the structural 
bindings. Those give you a way of defining relations to other pages within the site. 
A good example is defining what pages should be part of the page navigation etc. 
 
To assign a binding of either sort you click on the name of the binding and follow 
the guide that follows. You should get a guide from your developer/administrator 
which explains the bindings your specific site has and what effect they will have 
on the page. 
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Moving a site node 
Sometimes you want to move a page from one area of the site to another as the site 
changes or you want to reorganize things. This is easily done in InfoGlue. Just mark the 
site node you wish to move and then click the “Move”-button in the function area.  
 

  
As with the content tool InfoGlue 2.0 now comes with a multimove feature which lets you 
move many nodes at once. That button shows up when you move your mouse over the 
“Move”-button. 
 
When you click on the move button the system will ask you where you want to move the 
item. You will be shown a new structure tree where you select the new parent/the site 
node you wish to move the item to and then you press the “Save”-button. You will have 
to confirm this action. The tree will reload on the left side and the move will be visible. 
  
When you click the “Move X SiteNodes”-button InfoGlue will present you with a two step 
wizard. The first screen lets you add all nodes you wish to move to the right side list. 
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To add a site node you either drag it to the square area on the right or mark it and press 
the “Add”-button. When you have added all nodes you want to move you press next and 
choose the destination node under which the nodes should be placed.
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Delete site nodes 
To delete site nodes that you don’t want anymore for sure you can easily do so. Just 
mark the site node in the tree to the left and press the “Delete site node”-button.  

 
 
 
This will delete the site node and it will not be possible to undo this operation later. You 
will have to confirm the action before it’s carried out. After you are done the tree will 
reload and you will now see that the item ha been deleted. An important not is that you 
cannot delete a published site node. You have to first unpublish it.
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Mass-submit to publishing 
As with contents it’s nice to have the possibility to mass publish structure as well. When 
a site is created initially or when a whole lot of pages are changed at the same time it’s 
often a very boring task to set all of the versions to “Publish”-state so that they can be 
published. There is a shortcut available however. If you mark a page you can press the 
button “Submit to publish”. 
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The following dialog will then open: 
 

 
 
Here you must first state a comment to the publishing. This will be shown to the 
publisher. You can also select if you want the system to notify the publishers. Then you 
select all the pages you wish to change state on in the list or you select all by clicking the 
“Select all”-button. When you are done, press the “Submit for publishing”-button and all 
the marked items will be propagated to the publisher. 
 
If you are a publisher on this site and usually work in the publishing tool you you can 
quick-publish an edition. If you press the “Publish”-button instead of the “Submit to 
publisher” the pages will be published instantly. 
 
Since 2.4.6 there is a “Publish this page”-button also. This is a much less heavy 
operation as it is not recursive but only works on the current page and it’s associated 
entities. 
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Execute task 
In the structure tool as in many other tools there are a button called “Execute task”. This 
is actually a way to extend the tool with your companies own routines and interfaces 
tailor made for you. The first view will therefore be a list of available tasks when you click 
that button.  
 

 
 
Hopefully you know which task you should execute by the names they have. When you 
click on the one you want to run that task will continue the wizard so the steps will differ 
from task to task.  
 
Examples of tasks could be exporting contents, creating sub sites with a certain structure 
or control all links on the site. Only the imagination is the limit to what can be done. 
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Preview Site Node 
As you are often very curious to how a page looks to the user there is a preview button.  

 
 
When a user presses that button a popup window will open and the page will be shown 
as it would be presented to the user but still in the working version. This is good to get 
an idea of what the changes you have made results in. 
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Edit Node Properties 
Each site node/page you create in the system will have to have some metadata bound to 
it. Things like title, keywords and other site specific things are often needed. In InfoGlue 
you always manage node properties by clicking on the node in the navigation and then 
on the button “Edit Node Properties”.   
 

 
 
You will then get a view where you can manage the properties the administrators of your 
site has defined a page should consist of. In this example there are just a few fields: 
 

  
 
As you might notice there is a language drop menu available. This is because properties 
also can be localized. A page has probably not the same title in all languages for 
example. So edit the version you are on and press save. Then change to the other 
languages you wish to edit in the dropdown and do the same for them. 
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Page Components – building sites/portals 
This part is just a very simple introduction to components. You should read the 
development guides to components to get a better idea of what it is all about. It can be 
found on the development site under http://www.infoglue.org.  

Why Components 
Components are used to enable a more reusable, manageable site. The users will, after 
some initial education, be able to build pages with the site specific or general 
components already created by the developers in an extremely dynamic way. This way 
the user is restricted to the look & feel of the site but is free to compose the pages as 
he/she will within the restrictions the site owner decides. The hope is that developers 
create components that are generic enough to be used in a lot of situations. Written 
correctly a component can be extremely usable and even sellable to many customers. 
There are also a marketplace maintained by the community where anyone can sell or 
give away their generic components. Our belief is that reusable components will 
rationalize the development process dramatically.  

How does it work 
Since a while back InfoGlue defaults to the component style page type when working 
with pages. The old way to build sites are still supported but not recommended. Because 
of this the normal case is that when you click on a page in the structure tool the 
component editor view appears directly. If you go to the page cover you can allways 
switch back to the component editor by pressing the icon marked below: 
 

   
 
If you have not picked a page template before or a base template already you will 
initially get a screen saying you don’t have any base component so you must click on the 
link and select which component you wish to base the page on or you select one of the 
page templates if available. For example – we use the OfficeStand2 basic HTML in one of 
the tutorials. 
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Now you will se the editor. We recommend you read the tutorials and watch the video on 
this subject to get all the information you need.   

Component description and thumbnail 
Since InfoGlue 2.6.0 we have added a possibility for developers/administrators to add a 
description and a thumbnail for components. It’s optional but could be nice if there are 
many components. The info is shown like this when adding components to a page 
(compare the AK Article Box component which is supplied with another thumbnail and a 
description with the other components): 

 

 

• To add a description just add a content type attribute called “Description” on the 
HTMLTemplate content type. Then enter a description for those components you 
want to have a description for in the gui above. 

• To add a thumbnail just attach a normal image with the asset key called 
“thumbnail” to the component content. 
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Management tool 
The management tool is found as one of the tabs in the administrative interface. This tool 
should probably not be visible for all users in your organization as this tool deals with 
system setting which requires more education than for example the content tool. We will 
discuss how security can be set up later in this chapter.  
 
First we will discuss the different subparts of the management tool. The different 
subparts are reached by using the management menu on the left side. 
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General Notes on administration 
As on all other places in the administrative tool you will have a few fields of functionality 
on the interface. To be able to discuss the functionality rather than repeat how one 
creates a new, delete on or many and similar stuff we will discuss this here and use the 
repository entity as the example. The next chapter will be about the concepts of 
repositories so don’t worry. 
 
General flow: 
 
Every time you handle things in the management view you first get a list of existing 
things. This is to give you a good overview of the status right now. In the list below there 
are two areas to note especially and they are marked in red. 

  
 
The toolbar above each list is used for affecting the list somehow. There is always a New-
button and a Delete-button. The new button brings out a create dialog and the delete 
button deletes the items marked in the list. If you enter an item in the list it will show a 
different interface which lets you edit all parameters available to edit on the item and the 
toolbar will also give you a number of options depending on the item. Also worth noting 
is that sometimes the create screen will present fewer options than the detail screen later 
does and that is because the item must be created before it for example can be 
connected to other items. 
 
A new feature since 2.4.6 all list in the system are sortable on their columns – just click 
on the column you wish to sort on and click again on the same column if you want 
reverse order. 
 
Later in this tutorial we will assume you know these basic flows. 
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Repositories 
 
One of the most central concepts of InfoGlue is “Repositories”. It is most often similar 
with a website but it can be other things as well. The term repository was picked to 
illustrate that it is a collection of information. It can be a website and its information but 
it can for example also be an image bank or an internal place to store document. In this 
chapter we will however discuss it in the terms of website repositories. 
 
If you click on the menu option “Repositories” you will get a list with the repositories you 
have registered in your system so far. It may look something like this: 
 

   
The list will show the existing repositories and a description for each including which URL 
it shall respond on when using NiceURI:s. 
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Importing a repository 

A very handy feature introduced in 1.3 is the ability to import an entire repository from 
another infoglue installation. This means you can transfer all content, structure and 
relations on a site by importing a simple xml-file previously exported from an infoglue 
system.  
 
NOTE: This feature is not to be regarded as a backup feature as it’s only suitable 
to use for transferring development, non published versions of sites. 
 
To begin importing a repository just press the “Import repository”-button on top of the 
repository listing. The dialog will ask for a file to import: 
 

 
 
Browse your hard drive and point out the xml-file that contains the repository you want 
to import and press “Save”. The resulting dialog just informs you about the success: 
 

 
 
Now press the repository-menu item again and verify that the imported repository is 
listed among them.
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Repository details 

A repository is mainly a definition that has to exist before you can build anything. All 
content and other things that are interesting for a site must be located inside a 
repository. A repository also has a detail view. Click on the repository name and you will 
see the following: 
 

 
 
In this view you can edit a few things as well as delete or export the repository. Below is 
a chart of the fields and their use. 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Repository 
name 

Any name you want but short. A site 
name is most often used. 
intranet.mycompany.com could be 
an example. 

This value is used mainly for administrative and 
visual guidance now.  

Description State what the repository is for. Can 
be any describing text. 

 

DNS Name working=http://localhost:8080,previ
ew=http://localhost:8080,live=http:
//www.infoglue.nu:8080,workingPat
h=igc 

Whatever domain you want the repository to 
answer to when using NiceURI. Use the form 
that is shown when you click on the field. 
 
More information on NiceURI and configuration 
can be found in the “InfoGlue Administrative 
Manual”. 

 
Below these fields in the repository detail view you can also state which languages you 
wish to exist on the repository. We will discuss languages later but for now it’s important 
to understand that a repository can contain one or many languages. The languages 
chosen here will affect the content tool and the dialogs in it for example.  
 
You can add languages or subtract to a site at any time so a repository can for example 
start off with just supporting an English version and then after a while add support for 
German or French if needed without having to develop anything new. 
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Exporting a repository 

A very handy feature introduced in 1.3 is the ability to export an entire repository. This 
means you can export all content, structure and relations on a site to a simple xml-file. 
This file can then either be used as backup or for transferring repositories between 
infoglue installations.  
 
The only step needed when exporting a repository is to click on the “Export repository”-
button (set optional parameters if you want) and press the “Save”-button when the 
following dialog shows: 
 

 
 

The result will be the following: 
 

 
You can now right-click on the link and “Save link as” or whatever your browser let’s you 
do thereby saving it locally on your hard drive or other media. 
 
Warning: Users should know that there are restrictions to this feature which means 
extensive testing always should be done after a transfer or the repository to verify that 
the site works as before:  
 

• It will not follow references outside the repository in question which means reused 
content from other repositories will not get exported. 

• System settings are sometimes tricky to export and users and roles including 
access rights are not included.  

• Languages and content types etc are remapped to the new system if the names 
are identical – otherwise the originals are recreated on the new system. 

• This feature is not to be regarded as a backup feature as it’s only suitable 
to use for transferring development, non published versions of sites. 
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Repository properties 

A new feature introduced since 1.3 is the ability to have properties on almost anything 
through the integration of OS PropertySet. This feature is used under the button “Edit 
Properties” to allow users to customize the WYSIWYG on site-level as well as to set up 
other aspect of how the repository relate to other repositories. 
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When editing the Repository properties you get the following interface: 
 

 
 
The fields in this view are: 
 

1. WYSIWYG Configuration and Styles Configuration: You just paste the settings for 
the WYSIWYG right in. Read the chapter about WYSIWYG-configuration for more 
information on this topic. The same settings can be done on role and user props. 
 

2. Default folder content type: this of course sets what content type should be pre 
selected when creating a folder. Folders are also normal contents but it’s usual to 
have a special content type or none at all for them as they are seldom used in the 
presentation. 
 

3. Default repository for component dialog: Set the repository you wish the 
component dialog should default to when binding in a new component. If not set 
the repository the user is working in is shown but often one stores the 
components in a separate repository for reuse and management sake and then 
it’s nice to avoid switching to it all the time. 
 

4. Parent repository (if any): This property lets the user set which repository is the 
parent to this repository. Can be used in situations where you have local divisions 
etc which all are sub sites to the global site. If a site has a parent repository this 
means that properties etc can be inherited from that site.
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Access rights on a repository 

In InfoGlue 2.0 we have restructured the interfaces a bit. Gone is the old drop in 
management where you choose site and then access rights or permissions on it. Now you 
instead click on the “Access Rights”-button on the repository detail screen. 
 

 
 
The screen will the show the common access rights view: 
 

 
 
The new thing in InfoGlue 2.0 is that now there is not only a Read-right which controls 
what roles are allowed to access this repository in the tools but also a ReadForBinding-
right which lets you decide what roles are allowed to reuse content and pages through 
bindings from your site in other sites. This is convenient when you do not want users to 
see and be able to modify for example a “General Image”-repository but you still want 
them to be able to use the images in it from their pages. 
 
Another new feature in InfoGlue 2.0 is that you can mix roles and groups in the access 
rights. To allow access to something you must always still use role but now you can also 
state that the users not only has to be part of that role but also part of a special group. 

This is done by clicking the  icon. This will be colored if groups have been selected 
before and it will only show if a role in that column have been selected and saved.
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Languages on a repository 

In InfoGlue 2.0 we have restructured the interfaces a bit. Gone is the old drop in 
management where you choose site and then languages on it. Now you instead click on 
the “Repository Languages”-button on the repository detail screen. 
 

 
 
The screen will look like this: 
 

 
 
The new thing in InfoGlue 2.0 is that now you can order languages within a site so not 
the first system language has to be the master language. The important thing to 
understand is that the first language in the list here is the language that the site will 
fallback to if the asked for language does not exist. This is of course if you use language 
fallback in your templates. 
 
The languages listed are those defined in the management  languages area and you 
tick the ones you want on your site (can be done in the repository detail screen already). 
To change order you just use the up / down arrows. The other options on this page is not 
yet used. 
 
Warning: Remember to not change master language after you have started building you 
pages as the page-definitions are always stored in the master language version on a site. 
That will render you pages empty. 
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System Users 
A system user is a person who will be available to the system for access control, rights 
management or extranet handling among other things. The list of users will not always 
come from InfoGlue but can also come from an LDAP directory, an external user db or 
from another custom source. The different possibilities here is described more in the 
administrative manual. The different sources of users are supplied by adaptors which, 
although will look the same in the infoglue view, will allow different possibilities when it 
comes to editing, creation and deletion of users but this part will describe the use of the 
default InfoGlue user database.  
 
If you look at the list of default users it looks like this: 

 
 
Important: The user anonymous must be available if you want to be able to protect 
content and pages internally in the tools but still want anyone to look at them on the 
public sites. All users not logged in through the extranet feature automatically get logged 
in as anonymous. Be sure not to change anything on this user. 
 
As you see there are default a search option available to you above the list. This is of 
course due to the fact that there can be a very large number of users available. The 
search fields are hopefully pretty self explanatory except for the roles filter. You can by 
selecting one or more roles select only users having those roles. The interface does not 
automatically reload after input so to search you enter the info you want to search on 
and press the “Search”-button. 
 
In the button menu there is a possibility to show/hide the search options. Just click the 
same button (“Show filter” / “Hide filter”) to toggle it. 
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Now if we enter the user we will see what attributes a system user has. The detail screen 
will show an interface like this: 

 
 
Here you can set the following parameters: 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Firstname John or whatever the persons first 

name is 
This value is for presentation only. 

Lastname Doe or whatever the person’s last 
name is. 

This value is for presentation only. 

Username 6-12 characters in length. This will be the login name for the user. Choose 
with care as this cannot be changed later.  

Password 6-12 characters in length. This will be the login password for the user. 
Choose with care. If you wish to change it later 
you press the link next to it and a new one is 
generated and sent to the Email stated.  

Email John.doe@acme.com This email address will be used by the system to 
notify the user of different things so make sure 
it’s correct. 

 
Below the attributes comes two boxes where you can state which roles/groups the user 
shall be part of. In InfoGlue all access control is based on roles and optional on group 
which mean this setting is very important. If you set that a user is part of a very 
privileged role he/she will be able to change very much in the system. As a note - a user 
must belong to the cmsUser role in order to access the tools at all. The distinction is 
because you will perhaps also want to have extranet users further on and you certainly 
don’t want all of those have tool access but they will probably belong to the extranet role 
and only that.
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Change password 

If you don’t have the old password and don’t know how to get hold of an administrator 
who can dig it up you can always use the old “Send me a new password”-link which will 
generate a new password for this user and email it to him/her. InfoGlue 2.0 also comes 
with a new feature for changing a user password when you know the old one. Just click 
on the new button “Change Password”. 

 
 
 
In the next screen you have to supply the old password as well as the new password. 
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User Properties 
InfoGlue has a feature which let’s you set properties on a user. This is of course to allow 
saving extra information on a user that is not available in an LDAP or any other system 
and perhaps is only of interest to InfoGlue or the sites InfoGlue manages. What 
properties the user has is decided by which content type you choose for him/her in this 
screen. Just choose a content type in the drop box and save. The content types listed are 
of User Properties type. Default no such content types ships with the installation so you 
have to create one yourself in the content type definition tool if you need it. When the 
user has a content type assigned for the properties you will see a new button at the top 
called “Edit User Properties”.  
 

 
 
If you press this you will get a form for entering the attributes much like the form in the 
content tool.  
 
This new feature is very handy for personalizing the system and websites. Now you can 
set your user data here and use it when generating the sites. Some people might not 
want to see red cars – that’s a preference you state or at least store here. The actual 
choice is often made by the user himself but you’ll need a place to persist it.
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Roles 
As stated under system users we use roles with an optional group in InfoGlue to control 
access. This is true for tool users as well as for extranet/intranet users. In 1.2 the 
extranet users and roles were separated from the internal ones but since 1.3 this 
changed to make administration easier and more consistent.  
 
A small company will probably have at least 2-4 roles in the system depending on how 
they want to divide the responsibility and access between their staff. Often there are 
many, many more roles especially if extranet functionality is to be used. 
 
The roles listing looks like this: 

 
 
Important: The role anonymous must be available if you want to be able to protect 
content and pages internally in the tools but still want anyone to look at them on the 
public sites. All users not logged in through the extranet feature automatically get logged 
in as user anonymous and has the role anonymous. Be sure not to change anything on 
this role. 
 
Important: The role cmsUser must be available and all users who should be able to 
access the tools should be part of this role. Be sure not to change anything on this role. 
Make sure not to add external users to this role as this means they can access the tools if 
you have not infrastructural barriers as well to that environment. 
 
 
It’s a very simple list just like the users were and if we enter the details by clicking the 
role name we get the following screen: 
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Basically we just set the attributes in the table below and we are also able to set which 
system users is part of this role. 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Role name Webmaster or whatever the role 

should be. 
This value is for presentation only. 

Description Anything This value is for presentation only. 

 
As with system users you can have properties on roles. This means you can set attributes 
on a role which also gives users in that role those attributes. Examples might be if you 
have an extranet role called “Regulars” on a e-business site they would have a attribute 
called “discount”. The same procedure for choosing content type to base which attributes 
a role should have applies here as for system users except that content types that are to 
be listed in the drop must be of type Role properties type. 
 
You will see a new button called “Edit Role Properties” when you have selected a content 
type and the interface there will allow you to enter information in the same way you do 
when editing content. 
 
From InfoGlue 2.9.6 and forward you can state priority on role and group-properties. 
Let’s say a user has 3 roles all with a WYSIWYG-config connected to it. Then the prio can 
help in getting the user to get the right config. The field is called "PropertyPriority” and is 
added automatically to the role properties form. 
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Groups 
As stated under system users we use groups as an option when assigning access rights. 
Groups are new to InfoGlue 2.0 and can also be used for other things. Most often it 
reflects your organizational belonging as a contrast to roles which describes different 
roles you step into when doing things. For example – there may be an webmaster in 
each department but they should not be able to master each others sites so then the 
group “department” may be used to limit further what they can do on what repository. 
This is true for tool users as well as for extranet/intranet users.  
 
A small company may not have a need for groups but a larger corporation will and how 
many will depend on how they want to divide the responsibility and access between their 
staff.  
 
The groups listing looks like this: 
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It’s a very simple list just like the users were and if we enter the details by clicking the 
group name we get the following screen: 
 

 
 
Basically we just set the attributes in the table below and we are also able to set which 
system users is part of this group. 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Group name Marketing or whatever the role 

should be. 
This value is for presentation only. 

Description Anything This value is for presentation only. 

 
As with system users you can have properties on groups. This means you can set 
attributes on a group which also gives users in that group those attributes. Examples 
might be if you have an internal group called “Subsidiary X” on an intranet site they 
could have an attribute called “Organizational number”. The same procedure for choosing 
content type to base which attributes a group should have applies here as for system 
users except that content types that are to be listed in the drop must be of type Group 
properties type. You will see a new button called “Edit Group Properties” when you have 
selected a content type and the interface there will allow you to enter information in the 
same way you do when editing content. 
 
From InfoGlue 2.9.6 and forward you can state priority on role and group-properties. 
Let’s say a user has 3 groups all with a special config connected to it. Then the prio can 
help in specifying order of importance. The field is called "PropertyPriority” and is added 
automatically to the group properties form. 
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Languages 
InfoGlue has multi language support. It supports virtually all Unicode languages and used 
UTF-8 in all parts of the system. A new language can easily be added during runtime by 
using the management tool the way we will describe here. 
 
The main view will list the languages currently available to the system. It is regardless of 
which repository and so on. It looks something like this: 
 

 
 
Basically the language has a name, a language code (ISO) and a charset used for 
encoding.  
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To create a language you press “New Language”-button as usual and get the following 
fields to edit: 
 

 
 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Language name The language name which will be 

shown in the content tool. Use a 
natural name. 

This value is for presentation only. 

Language Code Should be the language code found 
for the language in 
http://www.w3.org/WAI/ER/I
G/ert/iso639.htm 

This value is for site logic mainly. 

Character set ISO-8859-1, UTF-8 etc Set this value to specify which encoding we 
should use when sending information to the 
user. Very important for non-western languages. 
We usually use iso-8859-1 for all western 
languages and UTF-8 if we wish to support 
anything else. One can use UTF-8 always if you 
don’t have to support old browsers or special 
devices.  

 
After filling in the information press Save and it will be available in the system. To be 
available on a particular site you have to go back to the repository view and tick the new 
language as available on the repositories it should be available on. Please look at the 
section about repositories for more information.  
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Interception points 
As for many other things in InfoGlue Management tool this is mostly a part of the system 
aimed at the administrator but we still want to say a few words about this feature. 
 
Interception points are what replaced “Functions” from 1.2. An interception point is a 
point in the system where we have added a possibility for custom logic to intercept the 
processing and extend InfoGlue’s own logic.  
 
We use this feature for many things and we think it will be used even more by the 
customers themselves later on. The most obvious example of how we use the feature is 
how the entire authorization system uses it to intercept actions made by the user in the 
system and checks if the user is allowed to do what he/she tries to do. If not - the 
authorizer puts in a veto and stops the action. 
 
The interfaces in the management tool are very simple. The first one which meets you 
when you clicked on the InterceptionPoint-link is: 

 
 
By default when a new system has been installed this list will contain some interception 
points incorporated in the core but not all will be activated. You can add more of the core 
ones or course you can add new ones for your own code but you are not able to add 
more system points unless you compile the system yourself. 
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The detail view looks like this: 

 
 
The fields available for editing are: 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Category ManagementTool, Content etc The category is used when showing different 

views, especially when grouping the interception 
points when assigning access rights. 

Name ManagementTool.Read, 
Content.Read 

This is what the code use as a reference when 
an interception point is reached. 

Description Free text Just description of the interception point 
Uses extra data 
for access 
control 

No / Yes If yes the system knows that the access right-
dialog must be initiated from a point in the tools 
which identifies an entity more in detail. If no 
there will be an “Access Rights”-button in this 
interface. This means that things like which 
users has access to the content tool, 
management tool etc should be configured from 
the respective Interception point but things like 
content access which is different for each 
content must be configured from it’s view.  

 
As you see there is a list(only one item now) below of interceptors. This is a way which 
makes it possible to attach any number of interceptors to an interception point very 
much like a listener. If you don’t want any access rights checked for example you can 
just uncheck the “InfoGlue Common Access Rights Interceptor” for that interception 
point. Not recommended but possible.  
 
The core interception points have descriptions added to them which we hope is enough to 
guide you to what they do. Let us know if you need more descriptions/documentation. 
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Interceptors 
As you must have understood from the previous section interceptors are very powerful. 
They can attach themselves to all interception points defined and intercept the actions 
there. Sometimes they may do nothing but you can write any code you want there really. 
 
The listing looks like this: 
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Not much there and the detail view looks like this: 

 
 
 

Field name Typical values Comment 
Name Anything Just a name for the interceptor 
Description Free text Just description of the interception point 
Interceptor 
Class Name 

Com.mycomp.myclass This is the fully qualified class name that the 
system will use to lookup the logic. The class 
must be in the class path of InfoGlue CMS. 

 
Below is the list of interception points – just click them ones you want this interceptor to 
intercept.
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Service Definitions 
The concept of service definitions are that the service defined will be able to deliver some 
sort of information through a binding for example. This is to separate the platform from 
the data sources in a generic way. We use the same concept to fetch information from 
InfoGlue which is why two default services are defined, one for content and one for 
structure.   
 
We will not describe more of this functionality here as extending this part is described in 
the developer documentation in detail. The functionality is a great feature when it comes 
to integrating more data-sources. 
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Available Service Bindings 
The available service binding concept is worth to mention although it is more defined in 
the developer documentation. In 1.3 and forward this feature is not used as much as 
people are now using components instead with the bindings they have but this is a 
similar feature on page level. The idea is to define which bindings are available globally 
to a page in the system. A binding is a possibility to integrate some sort of information 
from some sort of data source. The data source is connected by assigning a service 
definition. Each available service binding also has an interface which is what presents the 
user with a binding view. The interface is defined by an action. 
 
The interface for creating new bindings is as follows: 

 
 
When the available service binding is defined you must also go into the “Site Node Type 
Definition” menu and assign the new binding to the right types. When assigned to a page 
type all pages based on that type will have that binding available. 
 
As we do not encourage people to use this feature very any more this section is very low 
on information. If needed - more information can be sought in the developer lists.
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Site Node Type Definitions 
The concept of a Site Node Type Definition is very important for developers to grasp it 
they wish to extend the platform in a fundamental way. It is described more in the 
developer documentation but the basic idea is that a page type can be much customized. 
A developer can implement his very own invoker which can be anything. It does not even 
have to deliver a webpage if that is the desired behavior. Examples of invokers might be 
A WAP-visualizer, a redirect node, a print-page or something very different. 
 
The interface looks like this for a chosen item: 
 

 
The field Invoker Class Name is what let’s the user define his own class. If not defined, 
the usual HTML-renderer is used. Below the input fields is the list of what bindings should 
be available on this node type. Mark those you wish to make available on pages of that 
type. Which bindings you need depends a lot on what templates you want to use. 
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Categories 
Categories and categorization is a new feature in InfoGlue 2.0. What it is really is a 
system to set up custom category definitions in a tree-like structure so you can have 
different sections and then you have the possibility to set which categories a certain 
content fit into.  
 
The categorization itself is described under the content tool chapter above. When it 
comes to setting up categories there are a few steps involved. Start by choosing 
“Categories” in the management menu. The first interface looks like this: 
 

  
 
To add a category you press the “New Category”-button. The form will look like this: 
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Set the Category Name to a suitable one and add a description. Press the “Save”-button 
to complete the creation. In this case I just created a base category for all locations I’m 
meaning to set up for articles. In my example I want all articles to be categorized 
according to which parts of the world they are about and also what kind of article it is. 
Therefore I continue to create another root category next to location which I call “Type”. 
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Now I go into each one of these and add subcategories. Just click on the name and press 
“New Category” on the following screen. I will add “America”, “Europe”, “Africa”, “Asia” 
and “Australia” beneath my location category and “News”, “Report”, “Newsletter” and 
“Proposal” beneath the type category. 
 
The detail page of the category shows also how many contents are using the category 
actively. Never remove one if it’s in use. 
 
Now the categories are set up but you must also state which categories should be 
available to which content types. This will be described in the section about content types 
below.
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Content Type Definitions 
Content types are a very central part of InfoGlue. The concept is that you after an 
information analysis define the information types needed for the site as content types. A 
content type consists of a name and the attributes it contains. Each attribute can be of 
different data type and often maps to some sort of data structure. 
 
As we stated before a content type is a definition of an information requirement on the 
site. Because of this all contents are based on a content type and the content type is also 
used as the interface description for the input interface for the editor. This means the 
content editing view is dynamically generated based on the content type definition which 
saves a lot of development work. 
 
The interface looks like this (the list is most often unique to each customer): 
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The list view is not very interesting but the detail view looks like this: 

 
As you see the Article content type in this example has a list of attributes. The attributes 
has a type which can be one of a few predefined. It also has an order and can be moved 
up or down in the list.  
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To add a new attribute you choose the type in the list as below and press “Insert Form 
Element”.  
 

  
 
The new field will have gotten a few defaults to it and you should now change the field’s 
properties at once as well as change it’s ordering if needed. 
 
Categories: 
On a content type definition you can choose to allow content editors to categorize 
contents based on that content type. To allow categorization you have to add one or 
more category to the content type definition. You do this by pressing the “Add Category”-
link and then clicking on the properties on that property-icon. The view looks like this: 
 

 
 
You set the category key (used in searches later by developers). The title is what the 
user sees when categorizing and you also add which base category should be used. The 
logic is that all categories below the selected base category will be available to the user. 
Continued from the part about Categories I will make it possible to categorize on region. 
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Asset Keys: 
There is also a way to predefine the asset keys that should be available when uploading 
files to contents of this content type. This helps the users choose the right key which is 
important in those cases where templates are dependent on what key the user gave the 
attached asset. 
 

 
 
You can state that you wish an image uploaded with this asset key to be transformed. 
Read the administration manual for a description on how the transformation XML should 
look like. 
 
To add a new asset Key just press the link and fills in the information. Existing keys can 
be edited by clicking on the existing key. 
 
If you click on the property icon on an attribute you will also see this: 
 

 
  
In this view you state the name of the attribute which is how you later reach those 
attributes from templates. You also define the type and some descriptions and css-
classes. In this case this type also has properties controlling the width and height of the 
field as well as which editors should be available in the edit view. There is also a 
possibility to set what text should be default when it’s empty and the user enters the 
form. 
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Transaction history 
In the later versions of InfoGlue we have re-added the feature which we call transaction 
history. It is really a view of system events. For now we have focused on some system 
activity by default but you can turn on more tracing if you want. 
 

 
 
The interface is a searchable log of events. The search options are pretty self explanatory 
so we won’t go throw them here.  
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Workflows 
InfoGlue 2.0 lets you define the XML OSWorkflow interpreters and runs. Click on the 
“Workflows”-link in management tool and you will see the list of available workflow 
definitions. 
 

 
 
The interface for creating new one or editing one is as follows: 
 

 
 
So you simply paste in the xml that makes out the OSWorkflow workflow definition and 
it’s then available in the MyDesktop view.
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Portlets 
InfoGlue 2.0 supports Portlets conforming to the JSR 168 standard. There is also a simple 
deployment handling incorporated. If you click on the “Portlets”-link in management tool 
you will get a list of existing portlets. 
 

 
 
Currently InfoGlue does not support editing of existing portlets or deletion of portlets but 
that is in the making for the next release. The interface for deploying a new one looks 
like this however and you reach it by pressing the “New Portlet”-button: 
 

 
 
Here you state the context name you want for the portlet and then point the browser to 
the war-file containing the portlet. When you press “Save” InfoGlue will try to upload the 
portlet and distribute it (on tomcat) to the deliver applications. Make sure you read more 
on portlets in other documentation and FAQ:s as it’s a tricky area.
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Redirects 
InfoGlue has the possibility to redirect requests. This is convinient when moving old sites 
into the new setup or if you wish to make shortcuts to pages deep down in the structure. 
The listing view looks like this and only states the address to trigger on (can be regexp) 
and the destination address. 

 
The detail screen only has those two fields also. 
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Other tools 
There are a few more tools in the management tool but those are described in details in 
the administrative manual. Those are: 
 
Application settings 
Lets an admin set up all application settings without messing with property files. 
 
Message center  
Lets an admin communicate with the logged on users by chat and email. 
 
Diagnostics and status 
Contains some links to status pages 
 
System tools 
Contains some admin tools like archiving, validation and a SHA-1 password hash 
generation tool etc. 
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Publication process in InfoGlue 
 
This chapter will discuss how InfoGlue works when it comes to publishing. It will be a 
guide to use for both editors and for publishers as the two areas will involved. 

General concepts 
In InfoGlue there are two different things which can be published – content versions and 
site node versions. To publish a site both site nodes and contents must be published – 
otherwise the site will not be what you want it to be probably. 

Initiating  
The publication process is initiated when a user have decided that he/she are satisfied 
with the work on a modified content version or a page and wishes to publish it to the 
external users. As always the working copy can be viewed in the working-version of the 
site so he/she can confirm it looks nice there. 
 
When he/she thinks the version is mature he/she changes the state of the version to 
“Publish”. The state option is located on the upper left side of the version header.  
 

 
 
What the action of setting a version to publish should be interpreted as is a 
suggestion/plea to the publisher to publish the new version. What really happens is that 
there will be a task created which the publisher should respond to either by publishing it 
or to refuse it. 
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There will be a dialog when you change to publish state. It is there to allow the user to 
specify what he has done so the editor can understand it better. 
 

 
 
As you can see above the user sending the content for publishing also can choose if 
he/she should be set as the last modifier (overriding the last person editing the texts) 
and one can also choose to have InfoGlue send a mail to concerned publishers so they 
know there are items up for publishing.
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The same applies to site nodes as we already said. On each node there is a similar state 
which can be set.  
 

 
 
The same dialog will follow asking you to state what you have done. 
 

 
 
For both content version and site node version you will now find that those which are in a 
publish-state or higher will be read-only. This is because you have stated that it shall be 
considered a finished version which can be published. If you still want to keep working on 
the version you can always change the state back to working again and continue 
working. The previous version which you promoted to publishing will still be publishable 
for the publisher so you can work simultaneously. 
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The publishing tool 
There is a tool in InfoGlue which is tailored for publication handling. Access to this tool 
will in most organizations be very limited to special editors or publicists. If you press the 
“Publishing tool” you can see the initial screen. 
 

 
 
The publishing is, as all other things, focused on repositories. This is to be able to restrict 
which repositories the publicists should be able to publish information for. The first view 
that meets the publicist is a view that shows the repositories he/she is allowed to publish 
on and a column showing if there are items up for publishing.. 
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To begin working on a repository click on the name of the repository or choose the 
repository in the drop down menu. The next screen will be as follows: 
 

   
 
As you can see the interface consists of two main parts. The right part marked with a 
dotted line is a list of previous publications. The left part marked with a jagged line is the 
items that are up for publication at the moment. 
 
As you can see you get a fairly good overview of what is up for publication and what has 
previously been published. Over the left section you can filter what submissions you want 
to see in the select box. If you want to publish one or more items on the left you 
probably first want to check them out. Mark the items you wish to preview by checking 
their checkboxes next to them and click the “Preview Content”-button in the toolbar. Now 
a new popup will emerge and you will be able to view the contents and pages by pressing 
the forward and backward button.  
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As you can see the content view is pretty ugly just showing the texts themselves without 
a layout. This is unfortunately necessary as a content can be reused on 0..n places on 
several sites and with several different layouts and we can sometimes not calculate 
where to show it so for now the user has to validate on the pure texts. When it comes to 
pages however the view is presented as it will be to the public visitor if published as 
proposed. We also suggest that the preview-environment is used to validate that the 
updated contents are shown correctly in their contexts. The whereabouts are often 
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something known to the publisher after all. The preview or staging environment are 
reached by pressing the “Preview Environment”-button in the first view. 
 
When satisfied close the popup and resume working in the publishing tool. If you are 
satisfied with all items press the “Publish Edition”-button to publish it to the real site. The 
dialog will be: 
 

 
 
You state a name for the publication and a description. Then you save and the 
information is pushed out to all involved deliver-servers. When the package is published 
you will be directed back to the main view and the package will be shown on the right 
side and the published items will be removed from the left side.  
 
As you might have guessed it’s possible to rollback a publication. The limitation is that 
you can only rollback the latest publication each time but you can of course do it several 
times after another if you wish to rollback more than one publication. To rollback a 
publication we just mark the publication in question and press the “Unpublish Edition”-
button. After this operation is confirmed the items will be back on the left side and the 
last publication will be gone. 
 
When you previewed the items before you might be unsatisfied with the quality of some 
of the items. InfoGlue has a feature that lets you send it back for revision to the author. 
Mark the items you dislike and press the “Deny Items Publication”-button. This will bring 
down the items state to working again and a message will be sent to the author telling 
him to revise the content or site node and try again. You will notice that the items are 
now gone from the left side. 
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If you now enter the content tool again and look at one of the items you will see that it is 
marked with an alert to notify the user about the denial. It will look like this: 
 

 
 
Another similar message will be shown if you enter that version: 
 

 
 
As you see you are here able to remove the warning by clicking “Close” after you have 
seen it.  
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Unpublish certain versions 
In some cases you want to unpublish certain items/versions only and not an entire 
publication. As you have seen a publication can contain many different items which are 
bundled together. When a content version is published you will se a new button available 
on the version view: 
 

 
 
This “Unpublish live copy”-button lets you notify the publisher that he/she should 
unpublish the current published version of this content. If you are allowed you can even 
unpublish it directly. If you press it, it will look like this:  
 

 
 
You get the list of things to unpublish and tick the items you wish to affect. You write a 
comment and then either the “Unpublish Versions”-button if you are a publisher on that 
repository and want to do it immediately without going into publishing tool or you press 
the “Request Unpublish”-button to notify the publisher and put the item in the publishing 
tool list. If you use the “Request Unpublish”-button the view in publishing tool will now 
look like this: 
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The item in the list is not a request for publication but the opposite and can be seen as a 
request to publish the unpublication of the item. Therefore you should use the “Publish 
edition”-button as usual to commit the change. The action will publish the removal 
rendering the version deleted. 
 

Conclusion: 
We now hope you have a good overview of what the publishing process looks like and 
that you will find it useful and user friendly. As always there are many things to improve 
so don’t hesitate to propose improvements. 
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MyDesktop tool 
 
There is a new tool since InfoGlue 1.3. Before anything else is said you should view this 
as an embryo to what it will be and not as completed. The idea is that the MyDesktop in 
the future will be the natural starting point for all users. Initially it is a personalized view 
of the workflows going on that the user is involved with and what tasks the user has to 
complete.  
 
Later on we plan to add other possibilities like observation on contents/pages, resources 
like manuals etc, chat-systems and system messages and perhaps even portal 
integration so that an organization can integrate custom applications here. 
 
The areas today of the tools are marked below: 
   

  
 
The areas are: 
 

1. Ongoing workflows: a simple list of ongoing workflows. If you click on the names 
you can see the steps done before and what steps are currently active. To the 
right you can also see any global actions the workflow offer. 

2. Available workflows: a simple list of available workflows which a user can initiate 
by pressing the forward arrow or the name. The new workflow instance will then 
be visible in the area marked by 1. 

3. Incoming tasks: Here the user will see all tasks the ongoing workflows have that 
concern him/her. It is a personalized view so only tasks/steps the user can 
perform will be listed. A task is carried out by clicking on the incoming task and 
following the process from there.  

4. Shortcuts: Here the user will see a list of links the admins has set up. It can be 
links to other tools or what ever things they want to collect in this interface.  

 
 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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Underlying workflow engine: 
InfoGlue uses another open source component called OSWorkflow for all workflow 
handling. More information about the concept of this component can be found at 
http://www.opensymphony.com/osworkflow. 
 
The workflows that are to be available in the system are today defined as xml in the 
workflow section of the management tool. There is no visual workflow editor as of now 
but we don’t say there will not be one later on. There is however a lot of complexity 
involved with how workflows are built which let me to believe that most organizations will 
probably let administrators and developers help out in that process and make the fine 
tuning.  
 
How the workflows are defined and the persistence mechanism underlying is more 
documented in the upcoming developer document. You can also find out much info on 
the site of OSWorkflow.
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Access control system in InfoGlue 
From InfoGlue 1.3 and forward a lot of things has changed and one of the most 
important things are the ways in which we now can define access rights on a much more 
granular level then before. Before 1.3 we had only the possibility to define what roles 
could have access to what tools and what repositories and that was it. In 1.3 there is a 
finer access system incorporated which lets you define access to all the old things but 
also to a number of operations on individual content items and pages etc.   

Controlling access to the tools 
In InfoGlue you have always had the possibility to restrict access to the different tools in 
InfoGlue. This has not changed but now more and more things are access controlled. As 
the entire access model circles around interception points and interceptors it is there you 
do it. The operation is pretty simple. Enter the interception point you want to restrict 
access to by clicking on one of the registered ones. In 1.3 there should be at least these 
ones which control the tool access: 
 
In 2.4.6 we have added a easies way to know what points are available. When you create 
new interception points you can now select all standard points. These include the all new 
points which controls access to the different areas in the management tool. 
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To assign access rights click on the tool you wish to restrict and you will see the details: 
 

 
 
Now you click on the “Access Rights”-button which is marked above. The access control 
screen will be visible next: 
 

 
 
Here you just mark the roles that shall have access to the function and press save. If a 
role has access a little icon will appear in that columns headline looking like 3 persons. 
This is to show that you can limit access even more by adding what groups the user also 
has to be part of. If you click on the icon (grey if not set before and colored otherwise) 
you will see a list of the groups available and can tick one or many if you wish that to be 
part of the restriction: 
 

 
 
Repeat the same procedure for all tools in the same way. Remember that you must 
reload the tools to see the change if they should affect you. 
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Controlling access to contents 
A very much wanted feature which came in 1.3 is the ability to protect contents both 
internal and external. Often it is important to be able to restrict which users can manage 
templates etc and which users are only allowed to operate on press releases etc. This is 
very important if you want to have a well defined process in the organization. In InfoGlue 
you can restrict access on a very fine level. You can not only restrict it to content but also 
who can do what operations on that content and its versions. 
 
In the tools the messages are very clear when you for example try to view a content you 
do not have access to. It’s not as clear in the deliver part of InfoGlue. On sites the 
forbidden contents are just removed which can render areas of the page blank instead. 
This is of course so that the visitors should not be bothered about such things if not 
needed. Potentially there may be a lot of things not allowed for a particular user on a 
page and we cannot write messages to him/her about it, can we. Another person may be 
authorized to view them so it’s more a matter of writing the templates so they don’t fall 
apart if there is a lack of information. 
 
All access handling is done from the content tool on each content. Enter into the content 
tool and select a content or a folder you wish to protect in some way. I have chosen to 
protect the “News items”-folder in the “officestand.com”-repository as an example. 
 
This is how the container looks by default. It is important to understand how the option 
“Protect content” works. It is marked below and has three options: 
 
No: Overrides any inherited protection and states that this content is not protected. 
Yes: Overrides any inherited protection and states that this content is protected. 
Inherited: The default option which states that access should be inherited from its 
parent. So if the parent content (in this case the root content) is protected so becomes 
this node etc.  
 

 
 
Now we want to set the property to “Yes” as we want to protect the content folder. Press 
the “Save”-button to apply the change and you will see a new button called “Access 
Rights”: 
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When you press the “Access Rights”-button you will see all access rights option a content 
can have.  
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The things you see in the top (read, write etc) are actually the interception points which 
have the category suitable. As it is easy to add/delete interception points the options 
here can be more or fewer than today but that also requires changes in the matching 
code of course. 
 
The implemented InfoGlue Interception Points are: 
 

• Read – this has to be set for a role if the role should be able to read the content 
container at all including any of its versions. 

• Write – this must be assigned if the role should be able to modify the content 
container at all. 

• Create – must be set if the role should be able to create a child to this content. 
Only applies to folders really. 

• Delete – must be set if the role should be allowed to delete this content. 
• Move – must be set if the role should be allowed to move this content. 

Remember that the place where you wish to move it to can have restrictions 
which makes it forbidden. For example the role might not have rights to create 
content in the target folder resulting in an error message. 

• SubmitToPublish – must be set if the role should be able to submit the content 
to publish. 

• ChangeAccessRights – essentially restricts which users can enter this screen 
and modify these settings. 

• CreateVersion – decides who can create a new version of a content. Good if you 
especially don’t want language versions of some kind. 

 
Warning: 
A very important thing to remember is that InfoGlue now sees external and internal 
access about the same way. That is – if you protect a content you do it not only in the 
tools but also on the extranet, intranet or public site as well. What this means is that if 
you protect a content you have to set up external users as authorized as well if you still 
want them to be able to access it. A typical example is that if you have a public site and 
want ordinary people, who have not logged on anywhere, visiting your website being able 
to see your protected content you have to give the role “anonymous” read-access. All 
users who have not authenticated themselves always operate as anonymous.   

Controlling access to pages / SiteNodes 
As for contents you can protect items in the structure-tool as well both internally and 
externally. Often it is important to be able to restrict what users can manage what areas 
of the site in the tools. This is very important if you want to have a well defined process 
in the organization. In InfoGlue 1.3 you can restrict access on a very fine level. You can 
not only restrict it to pages/site nodes but also who can do what operations on that page. 
 
Also – as before it is often of interest to be able to restrict access to part of your public 
website or intranet as well. The typical example is an extranet site you only reach after 
logging in from the ordinary site.  
 
All access handling is done from the structure tool on each page. Enter into the content 
tool and select a page you wish to protect in some way. I have chosen to protect the 
“News page”-site node in the “officestand.com”-repository as an example. 
 
This is how the container looks by default. It is important to understand how the option 
“Protect site node” works. It is marked below and has three options: 
 
No: Overrides any inherited protection and states that this page is not protected. 
Yes: Overrides any inherited protection and states that this page is protected. 
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Inherited: The default option which states that access should be inherited from its 
parent. So if the parent page (in this case the root page) is protected - so becomes this 
node etc.  
 
 

 
 
Now we want to set the property to “Yes” as we want to protect the page. Press the 
“Save”-button to apply the change and you will see a new button called “Access Rights”: 
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When you press the “Access Rights”-button you will see all access rights option a page 
can have.  
 

 
 
The things you see in the top (read, write etc) are actually the interception points which 
have the category suitable. As it is easy to add/delete interception points the options 
here can be more or fewer than today but that also requires changes in the matching 
code of course. 
 
The implemented InfoGlue Interception Points for a site node are: 
 

• Read – this has to be set for a role if the role should be able to read the page 
container at all including any of its versions. 

• Write – this must be assigned if the role should be able to modify the site node 
container at all. 
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• CreateSiteNode – must be set if the role should be able to create a child to this 
site node. 

• DeleteSiteNode – must be set if the role should be allowed to delete this site 
node. 

• MoveSiteNode – must be set if the role should be allowed to move this site 
node. Remember that the place where you wish to move it to can have 
restrictions which makes it forbidden. For example the role might not have rights 
to create a page in the target folder resulting in an error message. 

• SubmitToPublish – must be set if the role should be able to submit the page to 
publish. 

• ChangeAccessRights – essentially restricts which users can enter this screen 
and modify these settings. 

• Publish – Decides who can publish this page. 
 
Warning: 
A very important thing to remember is that InfoGlue now sees external and internal 
access about the same way. That is – if you protect a site node/page you do it not only in 
the tools but also on the extranet, intranet or public site as well. What this means is that 
if you protect a page you have to set up external users as authorized as well if you still 
want them to be able to access it. A typical example is that if you have a public site and 
want ordinary people, who have not logged on anywhere, visiting your website being able 
to see your protected page you have to give the role “anonymous” read-access. All users 
who have not authenticated themselves always operate as anonymous.   
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Edit on sight – simplified content editing 
As of InfoGlue 1.1 there is a functionality called “Edit On Sight” or “Edit On Site”. Both 
names pretty accurately describes what it is. The feature lets the user right-click on texts 
and links on the actual site (the working copy of the site when in structure view that is) 
and directly gets the edit view for that content. This is a more intuitive way of managing 
existing information for many users, especially users who seldom update information.  
 
Edit On Sight works for most template constructs but the developers can disable it 
sometimes so if you cannot edit some texts you can ask you administrator if it can be 
fixed somehow by letting a developer change the template a bit. It often depends on if 
the function interfere with the real html of the page. 
 
Note: This feature must not have been disabled in the installation and the page in 
question must not have overridden those settings for the feature to work. If you do not 
know where the working copy of your site is located ask your administrator. 
 
Below is an example of how to edit a page in the www.infoglue.com site. 
 
You browse the working copy of the site to the page you wish to edit. When you see the 
information you wish to edit you right-click on the text or link and choose “Edit” or “Edit 
content inline”.  
 

 
 
InfoGlue will then direct you to the administrative interface for the text you have clicked 
on. If you are not already logged on you will be asked to logon and then you will be 
taken to this screen: 
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As you see, the label of the attribute you have clicked on is marked with a faded 
background so you know what you clicked on but it is of course ok to edit any field in the 
content in this dialog.  
 
After you edit scroll down and click save. After that click close and the page you just 
edited will be reloaded and you will see the change in its context on the site.  
 
If you choose Edit content inline or double-click on a text the fields get’s opened directly 
inside the page context. Just edit and save and the page will get updated. 
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Other edit on sight features 
We have already discussed the edit on sight features “Edit” and “Edit content inline” but 
there are many other features available. For a long time we have worked towards a 
situation where the user can do most things directly in this environment. Gives a much 
better user experience and simplifies administration and education. 
 
Below you can see an example: 
 

 
 
Change page metadata: This lets you edit the page metadata normally reached from 
structure tool “Edit node properties”-button. 
 
Create page below current: This lets you create a new page below the current page. 
 
Submit to publish: This leads to the dialog described in “Mass-submit to publishing” 
under structure tool. 
 
Delete component: Lets you delete the component you right-clicked on. 
 
Change component: Lets you change the component you right-clicked on to another 
component. 
 
Save page template: Takes you to a wizard where you can save the page setup and 
reuse it later for other pages. 
 
Save page template: Displays the component properties dialog. 
 
Page structure: Displays the page structure in a tree-like view. 
 
View source: Shows the html-source (if allowed by the browser). 
 
My settings: Allows you to edit your personal admin/GUI-preferences. 
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Edit on sight menu available through 
editOnSightMenu-tag 
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Change page metadata: This link leads to a dialog where you can edit the page 
metadata. It’s the same dialog as for editing contents but the fields are those controlling 
the page metadata etc. 
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Create page below current: This link leads to a dialog where you can create a subpage 
to the current page. It’s quite similar to the dialog you get in structure tool but here it’s 
with the new design. 
 

 
 
After you save the page reloads and the subpage is probably shown in the navigation if 
you written it like that. 
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Categorize content: This link leads to a dialog where you can get to the categorize 
content view of the given content. 
 

 
 
After you save the page reloads. 
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Publish: This link leads to a dialog exactly like that of “Submit to publish” in normal edit 
on sight but with the new design. 
 

 
 
After you save the page reloads. 
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Send notification: This link leads to a dialog a user can notify another user user about 
anything. A link is included in the mail automatically. 
 

 
 
After you choose the user(s) or roles/groups press next and you will be shown this 
screen: 
 

 
 
You will then get a view where you can close the dialog etc. 
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Subscribe to the content: This link leads to a dialog where a user can subscribe to one 
or many events on the current content. The events are pretty self explanatory. When a 
event happens a mail will be sent to the user. 
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Subscribe to the page: This link leads to a dialog where a user can subscribe to one or 
many events on the current page. The events are pretty self explanatory. When a event 
happens a mail will be sent to the user. 
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Translate to (language): This link let’s the user enter a translation mode of the current 
content.  
 

 
 
On the left is the new version in whatever language you translate to. On the right is the 
existing version so it’s easier to know what to translate. When you are done just press 
save or save and exit. 
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Content bindings and content creation wizards 
Another feature of the structure view is to manage your components as you probably 
already know. A component may have any number of properties and of these some can 
be bindings or other kind of properties.  Here is an example of a image component  
(which can link to other pages/external addresses etc): 
 

 
 
Any component property not assigned which is a content binding has the icon  next to 
it. This icon leads to a content creation wizard which lets you create new contents from 
the structure view and you don’t have to switch to the content tool. Since some content 
types demands some attributes and sometimes special assets the wizard also handles 
this since version 2.6.0.
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Configuring the WYSIWYG editor 
This information also resides in the Administrative Manual but since it’s a pretty central 
thing in a CMS we thought we add it here as well. 
 
As stated before InfoGlue comes with FCKEditor as the default WYSIWYG-editor. It is a 
very nice and customizable editor. Default in InfoGlue it looks like this with all buttons 
enabled: 
 

 
 
The common thing is of course to configure the palette and some behavior to better fit 
your organization and your users. This is mostly done in a JavaScript-based configuration 
file. However – in InfoGlue we decided that it is important to be able to set the 
configuration not only for the system but also give organizations the possibility to give 
different repositories, users, groups or roles different setups so more advanced users are 
allowed more than new users etc. 
 
So here is the possible places to put the configurations: 
 

1. Under each repository’s properties. As shown in the repository section of the 
management tool there was two fields available for the WYSIWYG there. 

2. For SystemUser, Roles and Group you can create two property-attributes called 
WYSIWYGConfig and StylesXML and add the configuration there.  

 
If the properties are available on the system user that information is used, otherwise 
the editor looks in the roles / groups the user is part of and uses the information 
there if it exists. If not it uses properties put on the repository in question and if not 
even defined there it uses the default setup.  
 
Since 2.8.0 we have implemented FCKEditor 2.5.1 which is a bit different then 
previous versions. For one thing you can define the comboboxes and the editor area 
css a bit different now. For this we have added new fields in all the places the old 
configs could be found.
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Example configuration 
 
WYSIWYGConfig 
FCKConfig.CustomConfigurationsPath = '' ; 
 
//Here you can define a CSS you want the editor to use, usually the same URL as the site. 
//FCKConfig.EditorAreaCSS = '$request.contextPath/ViewPage.action?siteNodeId=100130' ; 
FCKConfig.EditorAreaCSS = '/infoglueDeliverWorking/ViewPage.action?siteNodeId=100130'; 
 
FCKConfig.BaseHref = '' ; 
FCKConfig.FullPage = false ; 
FCKConfig.Debug = false ; 
FCKConfig.SkinPath = FCKConfig.BasePath + 'skins/default/' ; 
FCKConfig.PluginsPath = FCKConfig.BasePath + 'plugins/' ; 
FCKConfig.DefaultLanguage  = 'en' ; 
FCKConfig.ContentLangDirection = 'ltr' ; 
FCKConfig.EnableXHTML  = true ; 
FCKConfig.EnableSourceXHTML = true ; 
FCKConfig.FillEmptyBlocks = true ; 
FCKConfig.FormatSource  = true ; 
FCKConfig.FormatOutput  = true ; 
FCKConfig.FormatIndentator = '    ' ; 
FCKConfig.GeckoUseSPAN = true ; 
FCKConfig.StartupFocus = false ; 
FCKConfig.ForcePasteAsPlainText = true ; 
FCKConfig.ForceSimpleAmpersand = false ; 
FCKConfig.TabSpaces  = 0 ; 
FCKConfig.ShowBorders = true ; 
FCKConfig.UseBROnCarriageReturn = false ; 
FCKConfig.ToolbarStartExpanded = true ; 
FCKConfig.ToolbarCanCollapse = true ; 
 
//This is a InfoGlue addition which let’s you turn off styling in the dropboxes styles/formats 
FCKConfig.StyleFontFormats = 'false'; 
FCKConfig.StyleStyles = 'false'; 
FCKConfig.AllowImageSizes = 'false'; 
 
//This part in for InfoGlue 2.1 – not in 2.0 – let’s you define available classes on img-tag. 
FCKConfig.ImageClasses = 
'img_left_portrait,img_left_letter,img_right_letter,img_right_portrait,img_scaled'; 
FCKConfig.ImageClassesNames = 'St&aring;ende v&auml;nster,Liggande v&auml;nster,Liggande 
h&ouml;ger,St&aring;ende h&ouml;ger,Fullbredd'; 
 
FCKConfig.MaxUndoLevels = 15 ; 
 
//This is where you define the toolbar. Look at the FCKEditor-site for the full list 
FCKConfig.ToolbarSets["Default"] = [ 
 ['Cut','Copy','Paste','PasteText','Print','Undo','Redo','Find','Replace','RemoveFormat
'], 
 ['Bold','Italic'], 
 ['OrderedList','UnorderedList'], 
 ['Link','Unlink','Anchor'], 
 ['Image','Table','Rule','SpecialChar','Source'], 
    ['Style','FontFormat'] 
] ; 
 
FCKConfig.ContextMenu = 
['Generic','Link','Anchor','Image','Select','Textarea','Checkbox','Radio','TextField','HiddenF
ield','ImageButton','Button','BulletedList','NumberedList','TableCell','Table','Form'] ; 
 
FCKConfig.FontFormats = 'h2;h4;h3;h5;p' ; 
 
FCKConfig.StylesXmlPath = 
'$request.contextPath/WYSIWYGProperties!viewStylesXML.action?repositoryId=$!request.getParamet
er("repositoryId")&contentId=$!request.getParameter("contentId")&languageId=$!request.getParam
eter("languageId")' ; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FCKConfig.SpellChecker   = 'ieSpell' ; // 'ieSpell' | 'SpellerPages' 
FCKConfig.IeSpellDownloadUrl = 'http://www.iespell.com/rel/ieSpellSetup211325.exe' ; 
FCKConfig.LinkBrowser = true ; 
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FCKConfig.LinkBrowserURL = 
"$request.contextPath/ViewLinkDialog!viewLinkDialogForFCKEditor.action?repositoryId=$!request.
getParameter("repositoryId")&contentId=$!request.getParameter("contentId")&languageId=$!reques
t.getParameter("languageId")" ; 
FCKConfig.LinkBrowserWindowWidth = "770" ; 
FCKConfig.LinkBrowserWindowHeight = "660" ; 
FCKConfig.ImageBrowser = true ; 
FCKConfig.ImageBrowserURL = 
"$request.contextPath/ViewContentVersion!viewAssetsDialogForFCKEditor.action?repositoryId=$!re
quest.getParameter("repositoryId")&contentId=$!request.getParameter("contentId")&languageId=$!
request.getParameter("languageId")";  
FCKConfig.ImageBrowserWindowWidth  = "750" ; 
FCKConfig.ImageBrowserWindowHeight = "600" ; 

 
 
StylesXML 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<Styles> 
 <Style name="Blockcitat" element="Blockquote"/> 
 <Style name="Bild stående vänster" element="img"> 
  <Attribute name="class" value="img_left_portrait" /> 
 </Style> 
 <Style name="Bild liggande vänster" element="img"> 
  <Attribute name="class" value="img_left_letter" /> 
 </Style> 
 <Style name="Bild liggande höger" element="img"> 
  <Attribute name="class" value="img_right_letter" /> 
 </Style> 
 <Style name="Bild stående höger" element="img"> 
  <Attribute name="class" value="img_right_portrait" /> 
 </Style> 
 <Style name="Fullbredd" element="img"> 
  <Attribute name="class" value="img_scaled" /> 
 </Style> 
</Styles> 

 
As stated these are just examples of configurations we have used. Read more on 
FCKEditor homepage about configuration options.
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uageId=1&contentId=96 
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• Information about FCKEditor – the WYSIWYG-editor used in InfoGlue – can be 
found at www.fckeditor.net 
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Appendix A GNU Free Documentation License 
   
  GNU Free Documentation License 
    Version 1.2, November 2002 
 
 
 Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002  Free Software Foundation, Inc. 
     51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA 
 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies 
 of this license document, but changing it is not allowed. 
 
 
0. PREAMBLE 
 
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other 
functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to 
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, 
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. 
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way 
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible 
for modifications made by others. 
 
This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative 
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It 
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft 
license designed for free software. 
 
We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free 
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free 
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the 
software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals; 
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or 
whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License 
principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference. 
 
 
1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS 
 
This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that 
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be 
distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a 
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that 
work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below, 
refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a 
licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you 
copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission 
under copyright law. 
 
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the 
Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with 
modifications and/or translated into another language. 
 
A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of 
the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the 
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject 
(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly 
within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a 
textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any 
mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical 
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, 
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commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding 
them. 
 
The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles 
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice 
that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a 
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not 
allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero 
Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant 
Sections then there are none. 
 
The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, 
as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that 
the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may 
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words. 
 
A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, 
represented in a format whose specification is available to the 
general public, that is suitable for revising the document 
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of 
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available 
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or 
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input 
to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file 
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart 
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. 
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount 
of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque". 
 
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain 
ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML 
or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple 
HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of 
transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats 
include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by 
proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or 
processing tools are not generally available, and the 
machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word 
processors for output purposes only. 
 
The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, 
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material 
this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in 
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means 
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, 
preceding the beginning of the body of the text. 
 
A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose 
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following 
text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a 
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", 
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title" 
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a 
section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition. 
 
The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which 
states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty 
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this 
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other 
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has 
no effect on the meaning of this License. 
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2. VERBATIM COPYING 
 
You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either 
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the 
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies 
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other 
conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use 
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further 
copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept 
compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough 
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3. 
 
You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and 
you may publicly display copies. 
 
 
3. COPYING IN QUANTITY 
 
If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have 
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the 
Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the 
copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover 
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on 
the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify 
you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present 
the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and 
visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition. 
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve 
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated 
as verbatim copying in other respects. 
 
If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit 
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit 
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent 
pages. 
 
If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering 
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent 
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy 
a computer-network location from which the general network-using 
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols 
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. 
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, 
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure 
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated 
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an 
Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that 
edition to the public. 
 
It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the 
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give 
them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document. 
 
 
4. MODIFICATIONS 
 
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under 
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release 
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified 
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Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution 
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy 
of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version: 
 
A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct 
   from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions 
   (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section 
   of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version 
   if the original publisher of that version gives permission. 
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities 
   responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified 
   Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the 
   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), 
   unless they release you from this requirement. 
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the 
   Modified Version, as the publisher. 
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document. 
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications 
   adjacent to the other copyright notices. 
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice 
   giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the 
   terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below. 
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections 
   and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice. 
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License. 
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add 
   to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and 
   publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If 
   there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one 
   stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as 
   given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified 
   Version as stated in the previous sentence. 
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for 
   public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise 
   the network locations given in the Document for previous versions 
   it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section. 
   You may omit a network location for a work that was published at 
   least four years before the Document itself, or if the original 
   publisher of the version it refers to gives permission. 
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", 
   Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all 
   the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements 
   and/or dedications given therein. 
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, 
   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers 
   or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles. 
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section 
   may not be included in the Modified Version. 
N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" 
   or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section. 
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers. 
 
If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or 
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material 
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all 
of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the 
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. 
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles. 
 
You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains 
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various 
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parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has 
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a 
standard. 
 
You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a 
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list 
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of 
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or 
through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already 
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or 
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, 
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit 
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one. 
 
The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License 
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or 
imply endorsement of any Modified Version. 
 
 
5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS 
 
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this 
License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified 
versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the 
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and 
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its 
license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers. 
 
The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and 
multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single 
copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but 
different contents, make the title of each such section unique by 
adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original 
author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. 
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of 
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work. 
 
In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" 
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled 
"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", 
and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections 
Entitled "Endorsements". 
 
 
 
6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS 
 
You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents 
released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this 
License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in 
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for 
verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects. 
 
You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute 
it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this 
License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all 
other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document. 
 
 
7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS 
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A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate 
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or 
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright 
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights 
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. 
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not 
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves 
derivative works of the Document. 
 
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these 
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of 
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on 
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the 
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. 
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole 
aggregate. 
 
 
8. TRANSLATION 
 
Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may 
distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. 
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special 
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include 
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the 
original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a 
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the 
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include 
the original English version of this License and the original versions 
of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between 
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice 
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail. 
 
If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", 
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve 
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual 
title. 
 
 
 
 
 
9. TERMINATION 
 
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except 
as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to 
copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will 
automatically terminate your rights under this License.  However, 
parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this 
License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such 
parties remain in full compliance. 
 
 
10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE 
 
The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions 
of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new 
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may 
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See 
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/. 
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. 
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this 
License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of 
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or 
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the 
Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version 
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not 
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. 
 
 
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents 
 
To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of 
the License in the document and put the following copyright and 
license notices just after the title page: 
 
    Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME. 
    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document 
    under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 
    or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; 
    with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover 
Texts. 
    A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU 
    Free Documentation License". 
 
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, 
replace the "with...Texts." line with this: 
 
    with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the 
    Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST. 
 
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other 
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the 
situation. 
 
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we 
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of 
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, 
to permit their use in free software. 
 


